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Our Ref: 

6 March 2017 

Thank you for your letter of 13 February regarding devolution to the Leeds City 
Region. 

I am keen to see devolution to strong Mayoral Combined Authorities in our major 
cities. There is clearly enthusiasm for further devolution in Yorkshire, and I hope to see 
progress made. That is why the Government is committed to supporting leaders - from 
both local authorities and the business community- to continue to work together in 
order to come to an agreed position on geography for further devolution in Yorkshire. 
Any proposal would need to be consistent with a Sheffield City Region Mayoral 
election in 2018. 

While I recognise the effort that has been put into the proposal for devolution to the 
Leeds City Region, I am not convinced that any geographical proposal at this time 
enjoys wide support from local stakeholders in Yorkshire. 

As in other areas of the country we will only support devolution where there is an 
elected Mayor who has sufficient power to be properly accountable to the electorate for 
the outcomes achieved under devolution. The Mayor would work with a single 
combined authority, because an arrangement where there is one mayor and more than 
one combined authority dilutes accountability, and risks making the Mayor a 
figurehead. With necessary local and central government agreement, a proposal could 
involve creating a Combined Authority area with boundaries different to those of the 
current West Yorkshire Combined Authority. 
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